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Lankelly Chase vision and mission

Vision:

We are striving for a world healed by justice and equity. A world where all people can live with

dignity and opportunity in supportive communities.

Mission:

Is to challenge injustice and create the conditions for much healthier systems to emerge.

How we work:

We support action that reveals, questions and dismantles systems of oppression or invest in

people and processes which explore how we heal, reimagine and transform systems so we can

all thrive. Underpinning this is work to shift perspectives, power, and participation.



System behaviours

Hundreds of people have helped identify some core behaviours that seem to account for 

positive, healthy change in any organisation, community or system. 

Perspective: We are part of an interconnected whole + people share a vision + people 

are resourceful with many strengths

Participation: Open trusting relationships enable effective dialogue + leadership is 

collaborative and promoted at every level + feedback and collective learning inform 

adaption 

Power: Power is shared, and equality of voice actively promoted + decision making is 

devolved + accountability is mutual





Action learning / inquiry cycles

o Creating the conditions for a healthy learning community

o Stories of impact and change (if it’s really systemic we won’t know what change 
will be happening)

o Staying open to multiple perspectives

o Ask ourselves ‘Who’s failing who here?’



What do we like to see: 
o Stories of impact and stuckness
o Different patterns emerging e.g. the system behaviours 

emerging

What don’t you like to see? 
o Hierarchy and power on display
o Lack of trust
o People stressing about reports instead of the work you are 

called and needed to do

Ways of reporting about failure?
o Learning communities
o Nurture trust
o Honest conversations
o Whatever works for you to feel grounded, safe and heard.

Shit going wrong is not failure – it’s 

the messiness of life



Spaces fund

• Participatory grant making 101 - 250k of 39 small grants

• Supporting a collection of creative spaces mainly led by & for, working class women &/or 

young people of colour - but not exclusively.

• Space to explore what it means to reveal → question → dismantle systems that perpetuate 

disadvantage and injustice

Or 

• Space to explore how to heal → reimagine → transform systems so that all people can live with 

dignity and opportunity in supportive communities.

• With regular learning spaces to create the conditions for open, trusting relationships to emerge











What we learnt

o Support people to strengthen relationships with each other

o Nurture a learning community

o Encourage collaboration not competition

o Sharing resources and gifts

o UBUNTU “I am because we are”

o Solidarity in the face of adversity (and/or indifference)

o Power to make to decisions

o TRUST

o REASSURANCE



1. How can we as ‘funders’ collaborate to liberate resources to underfunded parts of the system? 

2. What can we do to create the conditions for collaboration not competition amongst grass roots 

/small organisations and charities, and community groups who are themselves subject to 

marginalisation?

Invitation to discuss



GM Systems Changers

A temporary team:

Afshan D’souza-Lodhi

Carrina Gaffney

Karen Crompton

Matthew Kidd

Paul Connery

Racheal Gibbons

Rose Ssali



Thank you

Carrina – carrina@lankellychase.org.uk

mailto:carrina@lankellychase.org.uk

